Custom Fencescaping

City Line of PVC Vinyl Fencing

Welcome!
The City Line of PVC fencing is made from only the heaviest vinyl, offering cutting edge styling that holds up to the
rigors of the city or the extremes of the country. PVC offers you lasting privacy and beauty that is virtually
maintenance-free. Choose from a variety of combinations, matching gates, accents and arbors. All styles are
available in white, and select styles are also available in tan.
We design and manufacture over 30 styles of PVC fencing with unlimited combinations to fit every taste and space,
large or small. Most orders are custom made, offering you the ability to complement your home’s landscaping and
architectural design. All styles can be made with specific rail and picket spacing to meet your local pool code
specifications. Many of the styles are available in a variety of configurations, as shown below. You are limited only
by your imagination!
In addition to PVC Vinyl fencing, we also design and manufacture over 50 styles of cedar fencing, and can recreate
all styles out of low maintenance Cellular PVC. Ask your sales staff member for information on these great products.

Fence Configurations
Below is a diagram of the many configurations available.
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Scallop
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Stepped

Staggered

Capped

Radius

Capped & Staggered

Taper (scallop also available)

Installation Techniques
Fencing can be installed using several different methods. The following illustrates each method. Please note that
not all fencing styles are suitable for racking.
Stepping

2

Racking

An Introduction
Methods & Styles

Straight

Denver Straight
Denver features dogear vertical pickets.
The style features
pickets that are assembled through
routed horizontal
rails, making this a
neighbor-friendly,
double-sided, spaced picket fence.

Denver Scallop
Add olde world charm in maintenance free
PVC to your property with Denver Scallop
fencescape.
Featuring
double sided
construction,
routed horizontal rails, and dog-ear pickets.

Montauk
Custom Montauk offers a
PVC tongue-in-groove bottom panel with a lattice topper. Available in diamond,
square or mini lattice, this
stylish design lends itself
well to any landscape. Top
horizontal rail is 2” x 3½”,
and middle and bottom rails
are 1 3/4” x 7”.

Montauk Scallop
The solid bottom offers privacy, while the scallop lattice top offers a touch of English
Country garden elegance. Montauk Scallop is available with diamond lattice.

PVC Vinyl
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Boston & Hampton
Boston
In stock and ready
to ship, Boston offers maintenancefree PVC privacy
fencing. Available
in 6’ high. Horizontal rails are
1½” x 5½”. This
style is available in white only.

Hampton
Hampton features tonguein-groove vertical boards
combined with 1 3/4” x 7”
horizontal rails, resulting
in a heavier version of Boston.

Hampton Cathedral
The attractive Hampton Cathedral is
achieved by the use of a curved horizontal top rail. This
popular style is great
for gates, as shown
in the inset, or in a
fence line, as shown
at far left.

Hampton Special Sections
Because Hampton is
custom, it can be
made to fit any need.
Left: Hampton Scallop. Right: 6’ Hampton is tapered down to
4’ Hampton.

PVC Vinyl
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Double Sided Privacy Fence

Orlando
Orlando Straight
Orlando pairs a PVC
tongue-in-groove
bottom panel with a
picket topper. Very
popular in all configurations. Shown
at right is Orlando Straight with a Tapered-top side panel. Inset shows detail of Straight panel.

Orlando Scallop
A delightful classic
combination of solid
bottom and picket
scallop top, Orlando
Scallop is beautiful in
any height. Also available with scalloped top
rail and midrails, as
shown in the inset.

Orlando Capped
By capping the
Orlando with a
top horizontal
rail, you get a
completely different
look!
Shown with our
Newport Gate in
the inset, and
with double gates in the large photograph at right.

Orlando Stepped
Orlando is beautiful in Stepped
configuration!
Shown far left
with modified
12” top), and in
the inset with
18” top, which is
standard.

PVC Vinyl
Double Sided Fence
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Louisville
Louisville Straight
Louisville is the ultimate example of how
PVC can duplicate the
traditional styles previously available only
in wood. It is available in all configurations, each one as beautiful as the next. All
Louisville configurations are available in white
and tan, and can be made to meet pool code.
Shown here is Louisville Straight.

Louisville Staggered
Alternating
picket heights
creates the
beautiful style
called Louisville
Staggered. Shown
at right with
New England Dome caps, and in the inset with
PVC arbor.

Louisville Capped
By placing a horizontal rail at the top
of Louisville Straight, we now have
Louisville
Capped.
Great
for
entryways,
fencelines,
deck railing,
and as a surround for pool enclosure.

Louisville Capped & Staggered
Combine the alternating pickets of the Louisville Staggered with the horizontal top rail
of the Louisville Capped, and the result is
Louisville Capped and Staggered.

PVC Vinyl
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Louisville Spaced Picket

Louisville
Louisville Scallop
Undoubtedly our most
popular selling Louisville configuration, Louisville Scallop is at home
in any landscape. Looks
great alone, or when
paired with brick columns as shown in the
lower inset photograph, which also shows how it
can be modified with larger spacing between the
pickets.

Louisville Stepped
This victorian
double-sided fence
adds classic charm
to any home. Add
a PVC arbor or
decorative post
sleeves, as shown
at left, to enhance
your look.

Louisville Radius
When
it
comes to
adding an
eye-catching
architectural
element,
Louisville
Radius sections can’t be beat! Custommade and limited only by your imagination. Shown at far right as
an accent to a gate, in the inset as a set of wings off a custom PVC
arbor.

Louisville Special Sections

Louisville style PVC vinyl fencing can be custom made to meet any need. Here are some ideas. Pictured from left to right:
Stepped accent, Louisville sweep with scallop rail, Capped with drop rail, Capped & Staggered with drop rail, Capped &
Staggered with scallop rail, Scallop with scallop rail, Capped & Staggered with drop rail.

PVC Vinyl
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Oak Beach
Oak Beach is the
newest addition to
the City Line of
PVC fencing. This
style is great
alone, or as shown
at left accompanying a PVC arbor.

Buffalo
Sleek styling with 1”
spacing offers you
virtual privacy while
allowing a gentle
breeze through. Aluminum insert included in the bottom
rail for added
strength.

Newark
A variation on the Buffalo,
Newark is great for fencing, pools or patios.
Middle horizontal rail is
standard on all sizes.
Large photograph at left
shows Newark installed
around a patio. In any setting, Newark is a winner!

Tulsa
Tulsa is the perfect
fence anywhere that a
modest border is desired. It offers 1 1/2”
wide vertical pickets
with standard 2” spacing. Inset shows Tulsa gate. Large
image at right shows Tulsa fencing.

PVC Vinyl
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Semi-Privacy Double Sided Fence

Dover
Dover offers 6” wide
dog-eared vertical
boards. Also available in
a scallop configuration,
this style is great for
uses where style and privacy is desired.

Kansas
Kansas can best be
described as a
maintenance-free
PVC version of a
dog-eared 3” wide
picket stockade.
Available in both straight and scallop configurations. Shown at left is Kansas Scallop fencing. Shown in the
inset are Kansas Scallop double drive gates.

Vegas
Vegas offers the same sturdy look of 6”
wide vertical boards shown in the Dover,
but adds 1” spacing for air flow. Vertical
boards have dog-eared tops as an added
feature.

Fresno
This single-sided
semi-private
section comes
preassembled,
making it a good
choice for it’s
great looks and
ease of installation.

PVC Vinyl
Single Sided Fence
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Cross Buck
Cross Buck is equally as
beautiful in maintenancefree PVC as it is in traditional wood. The decorative “X” pattern makes this
fence style pop!

Diamond Rail

Our diamond post and rail is
available in 2, 3 and 4 rail
heights. Diamond Rail is perfect for horse corrals.

Post & Rail
Available in 2, 3, or 4 rail,
our PVC Post and Rail is a
great choice for property
delineation, horse corrals,
and more. Shown far left
in three rail, and in the inset in two
r a i l
height.
Horizontal rails sizes available are
1½” x 5½” or 2” x 6.”

PVC Vinyl
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Post & Rail Fence

Phoenix
Phoenix
features
1 1/2” square pickets. All of our railings
are available in white
and tan. However, colors may vary slightly
between posts, rails
and spindles.

Raleigh
Similar to the Phoenix, Raleigh features 7/8”
by 1 1/2” rectangular pickets. All of our railings look great as porch, stair or deck railing.
Shown far left with t-rail handrails and in the
inset with stand
a
r
d
2” x 3.5” rails.

Reno
Reno features turned
pickets that look
great in any setting.
Shown at far right
with ball caps on a
New England style
home, and in the inset: with newel posts
in a colonial setting.
Shown in inset and at
far right with t-rail
handrails.

PVC Vinyl
Deck & Stair Railing
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Trenton
If you are looking
for board-onboard style fencing, but don’t
want the maintenance of wood,
we’ve got just the
ticket. Trenton
features board-on-board construction
and is a beauty in any height.

Trenton with Lattice
What could be better
than this? Take the
board-on-board Trenton
style and add a lattice
topper for a very stylish
look, which we call Trenton with Lattice.

Lattice
The beauty of English Lattice, but
made in durable, maintenance-free
PVC. Available in 2” diamond or
square lattice pattern. Shown at
far left is Lattice Straight fence with
a PVC arbor, and Lattice Scallop
gate. The inset shows a Lattice
Sweep accent section. The design
possibilites are endless!

Providence
Providence, the newest addition to our
PVC line, features a solid board tonguein-groove bottom with a powder-coated
aluminum ivy
topper panel.
This fencing
style offers the
ultimate
in
luxury and style.

PVC Vinyl
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Board on Board & Specialty Fence

Resort Line of Designer Gates
Enhance the look and functionality of your PVC arbor or pergola with one of these beauties. Available in six styles, the Resort
Line of Designer Gates combines designer styling, expert craftsmanship, and maintenance free PVC. Have the look without
the labor! All gates are available in single or double swing, and in custom sizes. Gates and arbors/pergolas sold separately.

Cape Cod

Hiton Head
(shown in photograph double swing)

Newport

Sag Harbor

Marco Island

Venice Beach

PVC Vinyl

Deluxe Line of Gates
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Intro Arbor
4” thick arch atop 4” posts. Available in 4’ to 8’ widths. 5’, 6’ and
8’ widths are achieved by adding
a welded spacer into the arch (see
inset). Can also be ordered with
5” x 5” post upgrade, as shown in
the photo at right (which also has
special caps), and with square lattice as shown left. 4’ arbors are
made with one-piece arches.

Island Arbor
5” thick arch atop 5” posts. Available
in 4’ to 8’ widths. 6’ and 8’ widths are
achieved by adding a welded spacer into
the arch, as shown in the inset above.
All PVC arbors can be made with square
or diamond lattice. 3½’, 4’ and 5’ arbors are made with one-piece arches.

Paramount Arbor
The beauty of the Paramount Arbor is
unsurpassed in today’s market. We’ve
combined gorgeous collars featuring
dental moulding (as shown in the inset
at right) with a 5” x 5” arch and 6½”
posts. It just doesn’t get any better
than this! Available up to 8’ wide. 6’
and 8’ widths are achieved by adding
a welded spacer into the arch.

Pergolas
Enhance your property with a stunning,
maintenance-free Pergola. These look
great alone, as a garden entry, or as part
of a fenceline. Our PVC Pergolas are
available custom made to your specifications, from 3’ to 8’ wide. Shown at
left are custom pergolas with square lattice. Add a gate from our Resort Line
of Designer Gates, shown on page 13,
for added beauty and functionality.

PVC Vinyl
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Arbors

PVC Post Caps
Enhance the look of your fence by topping your posts with decorative post caps. Make them functional by choosing one of our
several lighted styles (solar or 110v) that are available. PVC caps can also be topped with decorative cedar finials (top right).

Curved PVC
We can replicate any fence style previously available in wood by incorporating curved PVC rails into your fence line. Here are
just a few examples of the many options available.

PVC Vinyl
Post Caps & Curved PVC 15

Other Products
Deer Fencing

Ornamental

Aluminum Railing

If you have a deer problem,
we have several cost effective solutions: Cintoflex C and
P, Welded Wire, High Tensile
or Steel Deer Hex. All products are proven effective!

Ornamental Estate fencing
is a timeless choice. We
offer several styles in aluminum and steel, several
of which meet pool code.

Ornamental aluminum deck
and stair railing are growing in popularity. This is a
low maintenance, beautiful
product, available in several colors. Custom colors
also available.

Chain Link

Chain link systems are available in steel, or coated in
black or green. Whether left
alone (left), or accompanied
by privacy slat inserts (right),
this is always a great choice
for fencing projects.

Cedar Fencing

Nothing compares to the classic beauty of custom cedar. We design and manufacture over 50 styles of cedar fencing. In

addition, we offer cedar arbors, pergolas, gates, and custom work to your specifications.
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